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From nudity to sandwiches: The biggest culture shocks 
for foreigners in Germany 

-
Getting locked in the intense gaze of a German was something that a few of our readers 

I • 
mentioned, and for Sara, 32, from Oregon, 1t was bard to get used to at first. 

"The German stare was really pronounced in Southern Germany and hard to deal with since I 
have a lot of anxiety anyways," she said. ''It can be hard sometimes, though I'll do it myself now 

too." 

Everyone knows that Germany is a fan of bureaucracy, but nothing quite prepares you for the 
shock of experiencing it first-hand. 

"One of my biggest shocks is how almost everything requires a contract - from cell phones to 
dating sites," said Christopher Wilson, 44, who grew up in New Orleans but now lives io Berlin. 

"All of these things can be be easily set up and cancelled in the US in a matter of minutes. Here, 
I've learned some very expensive lessons forgetting to properly cancel my contracts." 

Fellow US citizen Nancy Landrum said she was also shocked by the amount of bureaucracy 
required to get anything done after moving to Leipzig. 

"So many hoops to jump through," she said, adding that the rules in Germany were surprisingly 
"strict and rigid' '. 

. .. and dark-age digital services 

Dealing with a big pile of paperwork is one thing, but sending that same pile of paperwork via 
fax machine? That's a bridge too far. 

For many respondents, digitalisation - or the lack of it- was a huge shock when they first moved 
to Germany and still takes some getting used to. 

"Bureaucracy, poor digitalisation, poor online services - I was expecting Germany to be much 
more efficient on the online services front," said 37-year-old Michele from Italy. "This includes 
online grocery deliveries." 

A lot of people were al_so surprised by how hard it was to find places that accept card payments, 

and especially credit cards. 

Siva Prasad Tripuraneni, 28, from India, said he now appreciates the "fast banking system" and 
' 'technological advancement" whenever he goes back home, having experienced the complete 

opposite during his time in Germany. 


